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WIZZCAD SETS UP IN LYON   
 
 
WIZZCAD, the first BIM-native SaaS solution for construction, refurbishment, operations 
and maintenance, has just opened its office in Lyon. Following Paris and London, this 
new office is helping accelerating development of its activities in the region.  
 
With emblematic projects such as the refurbishment of Noirettes social housing in Vaulx-en-
Velin and the transformation into multimodal exchange hub of the Chambéry SNCF train 
station, WIZZCAD is experiencing a constant development in the Auvergne Rhône-Alpes 
region.   
 
“25% of our projects are in this region and that’s why we’ve chosen Lyon as our 1st regional 
location. Being as close as possible to our customers for the purpose of supporting their 
projects ensures our service efficiency and quality”, affirmed by Marc GERMAIN, co-fonder & 
VP Sales WIZZCAD.  
 
WIZZCAD has a Lyon team of 10 collaborators including sales, pre-and-after sales engineers. 
As guarantors of impeccable client relationship, they will be responsible for deploying 
WIZZCAD solutions in this region and to facilitate customers’ adoption of solution.  
 
This regional office is the 1st step of WIZZCAD’s deployment strategy at the country level. This 
ambitious company intends to, in the near future, extend its activities to all the industries on 
France. With 2000 clients and more than 10000 projects, WIZZCAD is seeing a rapid growth 
on French and European scale. Its SaaS collaborative platform, for which the technology is far 
more advanced and recognized by the market, is the key to successful digital transformation 
of construction by optimizing all the business process of all phases from design to operations. 
The “digital twin” enabled by WIZZCAD platform is more and more indispensable when it 
comes to Smart Building.  
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ABOUT WIZZCAD 
 

WIZZCAD supports construction stakeholders in their digital transformation by helping them build quality 
projects, safely, on time and on budget. 

Continuous innovation and in-depth expertise in the construction industry have enabled WIZZCAD to 
become one of the leading players by offering the most complete SaaS solution on the market. 

From design to operation, the WIZZCAD solution allows project data to be defined and linked so that 
companies can extract predictive forecasting. BIM (building information modelling) is a major strategic 
focus for WIZZCAD, which offers its solutions to meet the new uses and challenges of smart buildings.  

More than a virtual representation of the infrastructure, WIZZCAD delivers an exact digital twin that will 
be leveraged in sync with the actual infrastructure. 

WIZZCAD solutions have already been adopted by many customers, including Vinci, Bouygues 
Construction, Eiffage, Engie, Cegelec, Colas, GTM Batiment, and Gecina, on more than 10,000 projects 
in France and abroad. 
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